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The subject inspection report cited TWA with a Severity Level IT Violatloi 

(390I8U42-01) In accordance with 10 C'R 2.201. A response to the subject 

viol-tion uas muhatted on August 24, 198E. This response is being revised as a 

result of a lmeting with IRC Bsgon II and TWA in Atlanta on Septemer 17, 19649 

and a now subodtal date for this response uas established.  

If you have any questions concerning this mtter, please get In touch with R. H.  
Shell at iTS 868-2688.  

To the best or my knoledge, I declare the statemts contained herein are 
coqaplte and true.  
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_ w~Arn DA MRNUAU MWN MiTS I AIM 2 ERC-0OlIMIno 3015 INSPEMTOR 102N? 
50-390I8M42 AND 5OD-39IM6-36 
WITSED 3 DPOUSE T0 YrMATIOaN 

Severity Level IT Violat~an-390/ -201 

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion 1, an Implemented by the approve quality onam anne program (?VA-TN75-lAS Revision 5), requires that activities affecting quality shall be accomlisd and docmuented In accordance with approve Instructions, procedures, or drawings.  

Contrary to the above, on April, 28-29, 1984t Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (UN) Division Of Nuclear Pover (MUC PI) and Division Of Construction (COWUS) -e---ael did not comply with procedures in authorizing, performing and documenting repairs on damaged 69001 cables for the following Instances: 
1. MDC PR Administrative Instructions (Al) 6.5 and 8.5 and COOT Quality Control Instruction (QCI) 1.30 state that nal work on tentatively or permanently transferred system, equipment, or structures other than maintenance thall he accomplished in acordance with an approved vork plan. Cable 1-6W1-63-612-9. for safety Injection pumnp motor 14NTR-63-15-B was spliced on April 28, 1984, and cable 1-MP-74-587-B for residual heat removal (RU) pump motor 141TR-74-20-B was spliced on April 29,, 1984.  The equipmsjt was under the control of MJC PR who verbally requested construction to perform the repairs. However, no work plan was docuometed whicoh authorized construction to perform the repairs.  
2. CONS QCI-3.06-4 and QCP-3.06-'I state that no cables are to be spliced in cable trays located in category I structures except in manholes and handholes. The QCI and QCP further state that a quality control Inspector is required to be present prior to starting splices of medium voltage (601-15,0001) cables. These requirements were not met In that both cables were spliced In cable tray segment 2081 which is located in the auxiliary building,, and a quality control Inspector was not present on April 29t 1984, when the cable for the RHR pump motor was spliced.  
3. CONS? QCI-1 .02 states that failure to fully implement procedural requirements which affect quality is a nonconformance and a nonconformancj report (NCR) is to be Initiated. QCI-1.02 further states that a NCR Is to be initiated for item which do not conform to specifications, drawings, and procedures, but which the responsible engineer determines may be an acceptable situation; and the NCR includes the specific ntature and extent of the nonconformane and the apparent cause. CONS? Initiated NCR 5612 describing the damaged cables, and the NCR also stated that the cables were spliced in the tray to-facilitate preoperational testing. However, CONS? did not comply with the requirements of QCIi.1.02 in that NCR 5612 did not specifically identify that construction procedures were not fully compliedj with when the cables were spliced in the tray and that a quality controlinspector was not present when the RHE pump motor cable was spliced on April 29, 1984~.



A~isisnor Denial of the Malleed violation 

TWA denies the violation as stated In Inspection Report 390/PA-2.  
Uoumevr TWA does admt that certain aspects of this Incident do not appear 
to mmit the Intent of NRC requirme...t. A chronoalogy of events surrounding 
this abnormal occurrence Is gime In Attachment A. The following like
-0e00ea responses to the NRC concerns are provided to explain-why the 
events described in Attachment A do not violate the procedures specified In 
the notice of violation. The subsequent discussion addresse those aspects 
of this Incident which do not appear to met the Intent of NRC 
requirements.  

IteM 1 

VWC PR A1s 6.5 and 8.5 and CKST QCI1-1.30 all address work which Is to be 
accomplished on Intended permanent plant features. When construction 
forces are to be employed to w~rk on a transferred feature, the 
construction activity is to be accomplished by means of a vcrkplan. If a 
nonpermanent feature (these splices were considered~ temporary at the time 
they were made) is worked with the foreknowledge of replacing that feature 
with a permanent one (i.e., new cables per the original recommended 
disposition of FCR 5612 R0) formal admnistrative controls such as detailed 
procedures, quality control Inspection, etc., are not utilized (i.e., A13 
6.5 and 8.5 and QCI 1.30 do not apply In this instance because the splice 
was a temporary alteration). Only those measures determined necessary to 
imake the temporary feature usable, to assure that degradation of the plant 
equipment does not result from the use of the feature, and to track the 
alteration as a temporary condition are considered. These measures are 
controlled by Al 2.15. Such is the case that existed with the two cable 
splices cited.  

Item 2 

TVA agrees that QCI-3.06-'I and QCP-3.06-i, prohibit splicing cables in t'.ays 
except in Nknholes and harsdholes. We immediately identified the splice in 
question as unacceptable for permanent installation and dooumented this 
both on the TACFs and NCR 5612. Our purpose and the result was to Clearly 
Identify, this activity as outside the acceptance criteria stated in the 
proceadures. The presence Of qUalitY control Inspectors is required for all 
splicing operations performed on permanent plant features which we are 
documenting as acceptable for permanent use. In this Instance, the splice 
was a teirporary alteration, docuumeted as a nonconformance, and no quality 
control acceptance was required.(i.e., QCI 3.06-4i and QCP 3.06-4I do not 
apply in this instance because the splice was a temporary alteration). The 
quality control inspector present during the first splicing operation was 
to provide additional assurance that the splice was properly applied and 
not to accept the splice as meeting the requirements of QCP-3.06-le. We 
further note that both procedures QCI and QCP-3.06-4 are limited under 
"scope" to "features that are within the scope of the quality assurance 
program" which is not the case of a temporary alteration.
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* ~The Macoeforuing condition doomueted -on MCR 5612 Is damage to cable in 
4iay 1se6 -en t 2081 wuhich was temporarily- repaired with cable splices. QCI 
1.02 doe" not require that TWA doctuent the fact that procedures applicable 
to -permanet plant featuris were not applied to temporary features..  

To suamrize, we feel that our Intentions and actions In responding to an 
abnormal, occurrence were clearly dootumented and no violation of Criterion V 
occurred. This documentation shows that no attempt was made to circumvent 
-our quality assuranceApaality control program and no attempt was made to 
evade specified requirements.  

However, TWA did a detailed investigation Into this incident (refer to 
attachment A) and concluded that the usee-as-is disposition of NCR 5612 RO 
was inappropriate. This does appear to violate NRC requiremdnts.  

Reason for Violation 

a. The disposition of NCR 5612 10 was basedd In part on the premise that 
the splices were performed using applicable QC procedures (see item b 
below). In reality, however,, there is not a spectific COWS procedure 
which controls temporary work or corrective maintenance activities 
performed on a transferred system (QCI 1.30 control permanent work 
performed by (DUST on a transferred system and QCI 1.02 controls all 
exceptions). TVA had not previously identified the need for a 
procedure to cover temporary work done for NUC PR on a transferred 
system by (DUS personnel. The situation which led to the use of (DOT 
personnel was an abnormal occurrence exacerbated by the need to support 
preoperational test W-3.1P which was being conducted at the time this 
incident occurred.* NUC PR did not have personnel available to perform 
the repair. Therefore, they contacted (DUST who performed the repair.  
Normaly such work would be conducted by NUC PR personnel under NUC PR 
procedures. This abnormal situation contributed to the inappropriate 
disposition of 11CR 5612 10.  

b. When 03 investigated NCR 5612 R0, discussions were held with the CONST 
personnel who were involved with the splices. 0E was informed that the 
splices were made In accordance with Electrical Standard Drawing SD
312.5.3. 03 interpreted this information to man that applicable (DUST 
QC was applied to the Installation in order to comply with General 
Construction Specification 0-38 since SD-E12.5.3 is a part of that 
specification. However, subsequent Investigation revealed that, while 
COUST did use SD-E12.5.3 to perform the installation and while a QC 
inspector was present during the first splice, no formal QC 
documentation was generated (nor was it required) since the splices 
were to be temporary. This Miacoimunication further contributed to an 
inappropriate "use as is* disposition of NCR 5612.



April 27. 1984

April 28, 1984) 
(Saturday) 
Work Rekasse 17579 
TACF 1-84-57-63 

April 29, 1984 
(Sunday) 

April 30, 1984 
(Monday)

-cffAoNOwarY % EVENT

A731S PUM IB-B tripped during preop V3.1F. A 
me-ntonnce request (MR) was issued--to determine 
cMee (M-A-280285).- Discovered damaged cable in 
tray 'segent 2081. Cable ide-,tiflo-d as -1-5PP-63
612-B.  

The Division of Construction (rOIS) me- contacted 
by the Division of Iucle-iz Power (NUC PR) for 
assistance In repairing-damaged cable due to 
availability of manpower that weekend and 
accessibility to materials. A splice was made by 
COWS elsetricians- 1under a NUC PR initiated 
Temporary Alteration Control Form (TAC? 1-84-57
63). (ONST Electrical Quality Control (WQ) 
inspectors witnessed the splice on 1-5PP-63-612-B 
and approved the Inspection. (Note,, however, that 
this Inspection could not documented since the 
repair ws to be temporary and the use of asplice is 
unacceptable In this applicable CONS QA procedures.) 

During continuation of preop testing, another pump 
motor (I-MTR-7l4-20-B) failed.* It was then 
determined that cable 1-5PP-713-57-B, located in 
the asam area, was damaged. This cable i'as added 
to work release 1770~ which authorized work for 
the first splice. An EQC inspector was not 
required to be present because this splice was 
deemed teirporary. This splice was assumed by 
CONST to be added to the original TACF (1-84-~57
63).  

Upon contacting the shift engineer, it was 
understood that the second splice had not been 
added to the TACF. A new TAC? was generated to 
identify the second splice, (TACF 1-84-~58-74).  
The work release was rewritten to identify more 
accurately the conditions of repair. Both TACFs 
were then noted on the work release 17579. Also, 
a note was added that the entire run of cables 
would be repulled at a later date by Use of a 
workplan after preop test W3.1F was completed.  
NCR 5612 was prepared cc document all damaged 
cables and the two splices with the recommendation 
to replace all damaged cables with new cables.
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May-I;1 
May 5, 1

19811 thru 
9841

Kay 11, 19841 

May 18, 19841 

June 41, 19811 thru 
June 8, 19841 
Violation 
390/841-42-01 

June 12, 19841 
NCR 5612

During this time period, an cables In the tray 
segment were identified and the NCR sent to the 
Office of Engineering (00) for disposition. Based 
on the preliminary 09 disposition of NCR 5612, 
work release 17592 was prepared to separate and 
enclose the cables and splices in a splice box 
with fire stops at each end-in order to use the 
splices "as-is.'* 

NRC Inspector Tom Gibbons opened an unresolved 
item, 390/841-38-01, requesting additional 
information because the splice was still pending 
reviev by OE and the NBC was following this Item 
as a result of a preop test inspection.  

OE formally responded to CONS? to disposition the NCR %use
as-is." 0E recoomended a NT-POT test of all cables in 
segment 2081. Also, specified was the requirement that the 
splices be separated and enclosed in a solid tray.  

McKenzie Thomas (NRC) cited a violation for not 
having a workplan which would authorize 
construction to perform repairs, for splicing 
cables located in trays contrary to QCP and QCI 3.06-41, for 
not having a QC inspector present before starting the 
splices, and for Construction not complying with QCI-1 .02 in 
that NCR 5612 did not identify procedures which were not 
implied.  

The NCR was revised to state that splices in cable 
R1 tray for medium voltage cables are not in accordance with 
procedures, however, the splices were considered temporary 
and outside the scope of the CONS? QA/QC program. All 
cables,, in the interim period between no and R1 of the NCR, 
were hy-potted by NUC PR's electrical maintenance section on 
MR No. A 4104802 as requested by 0E for disposition of NCR 
5612 RO.


